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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator is part of multiple business groups. One group
is only entitled to power on and power off virtual machines and
the other group is only entitled to destroy the virtual
machines.
Which actions will able to the administrator when a machine is
deployed?
A. Destroy only
B. Power on, power off and destroy
C. Power off and power off only
D. Power off and destroy only
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
When ordering the software licenses for a Cisco WLAN project,
what are the minimum software packages required if the location
requires 390 lightweight APs, 100 of which will be used for
location services, and a Cisco 3310 MSE?
A. One 500 AP single server license package for the WCS and one
1000 device license for the MSE.
B. One 1000 AP single server license package for the WCS and
one 500 device license for the MSE.
C. One 500 AP single server license package for the WCS and one
3000 device license for the MSE.
D. One 1000 AP single server license package for the WCS and
one 2000 device license for the MS
E. One 1000 AP single server license package for the WCS and
one 3000 device license for the MSE.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following is used to group multiple catalog items
that are usually ordered together in one request?
A. Order Guide
B. Record Producer
C. Wish List
D. Catalog Category
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer:
Explanation:
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